JAIPUR - BIKANER - JAISALMER –JODHPUR TOUR
DAY
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PROGRAME
Arrive at Chokhi

In the magical land of Rajasthan where heat

shimmers like phantom waters, where things vanish behind veils
of illusion, stands chokhi dhani, a village resort blend of traditional
architecture and the lifestyle that depicts the ancient time, folk
dance, music, food, puppets, and of course camel ride – optional to
carve you in state culture.
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The Pink city Jaipur captures the romance and beauty of the place.
“Pink – city” The rose colored façade of city reflects the traditional
Rajasthani culture. Visiting the Maharaja’s museum and Jay
Singhji astronomical observation and Hawa Mahal relax in the
lobby, enjoy the style, the colour and charm of Rajasthan.
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The city known as Desert town – wrapped in a thick scabby trees
and distant temple towers – the place is famous for its mirror work
palaces – the magnificent Junagadh fort.
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The golden city emerging out of the great Indian Desert, holding to
its ancient culture, the dreamy air about Jaisalmer has attracted
visitors to this fort city with its barrel bellied towers and museum
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The breath taking sand dunes, the long ribbon of the road cuts
through the desert land, flat as far as the eye can see. decorated
camels, the haveli’s Bada Bagh and the rhythmic movement of
dancers, shrill folk songs at the dine.
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Nestling within the depth of the Thar Desert, is the stronghold of
the second largest city - Jodhpur – an island of palaces, cordoned
off from the desert by an immense wall, with eight gates facing
different directions.
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Flanked on the western edge of Thar its known as “Land of Death”
because of its harsh desert climate. Meherehgarh is one of
Rajasthan’s most impressive remnants of its turbulent and
decadent past. Bishnoi handicrafts and the majestic forts.
Meghrangarh & Chittaurgarh, Sheeshmahal & Umaid Bhavan
adds to its prestige
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Wrapped in the memory of camel brown land, its scrubby trees,
the sand dunes, its longed. for home – Coming don’t forget to
check your palms, the golden sand still holds the corners of your
fingers.

